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Traditional approach
● Linguistic sign is unmotivated (arbitrary), i.e. 
lack of natural connection between the form 
and the meaning.
● Syntagmatic motivation, i.e. there is a reason 
why words and morphemes are combined is a 
certain way (cf. Saussure 1966 [1916]).
  
Cognitive approach
● Motivation is plays some role in language on all 
levels of the linguistic organization (phonology, 
morphology, syntax, etc.) (cf. e.g. Dirven & 
Verspoor 2004, Taylor 2002, Łozowski 2006).
● Inspiration from Peirce’s typology of signs:
– indexical signs (based on contiguity)
– iconic signs (based on similarity)
– symbols (based on convention) (e.g. 1998 
[1894])
  
Indexicality
● According to Taylor, limited to peripheral, often 
non-linguistic aspects of expressions, e.g. 
hoarseness of voice indicating inebriation 
(2002).
● Indexicality relies on contiguity, which is the 
foundation of metonymy.
  
Iconicity
● imitative iconicity (e.g. screech)
● iconicity of quantity (e.g. I caught a loooong 
fish.)
● iconicity of sequential order (e.g. I opened 
the door and went out of the room.)
● iconicity of proximity (e.g. I think I can trust 
you.) (cf. Dirven & Verspoor 2004)
  
Convention
● Traditionally not treated as an instance of 
motivation; often synonymous with 
arbitrariness (e.g. Tabakowska 2006).
● However, convention is something that enables 
arbitrariness, but is not identical with it.
● In fact, Taylor identifies conventionality with 
naturalness (cf. 2002).
  
Concerted motivation
silverfish
SILVER ⇒ contiguity
FISH ⇒ similarity
          
Sometimes a word involves similarity, contiguity, 
and convention at the same time, for example:
  
Motivation is...
...convention plus all similarity and 
contiguity relations that link
the form and the meaning.
  
What makes a comprehensive 
description?
● acknowledging all factors of motivation 
(similarity, contiguity, convention)
● recognizing relationships between the factors
● appreciating the importance of cultural, social, 
and historical context, but also individual 
creativity
● descriptive (rather than predictive) value
● comprehensive ≠ exhaustive
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